Introduction

51
Translation initiation is a crucial and highly regulated step during protein synthesis in 52 eukaryotes. Generally, eukaryotic mRNAs recruit ribosomes to initiate translation by 53 a canonical cap-dependent scanning mechanism, which requires a methylated cap 54 structure at the 5′ end of mRNAs and is mediated by the eukaryotic translation 55 initiation factors (eIFs). Instead of the cap-dependent manner, a subset of eukaryotic 56 mRNAs can initiate an internal translation through specialized sequences, called 57 internal ribosome entry sites (IRESs), which can directly recruit 40S ribosomal 58 subunits to initiate translation. 59
The IRES elements were first discovered about 30 years ago in picornaviruses [1] , 60 following the discovery of novel IRESs in many other pathogenic viruses (e.g., 61
type, genomic position (location and strand), coding sequence (CDS) of regulation, 140 and three-dimensional (3D) structure. 141
As shown in Figure 1 
Database interface 161
Simple, advanced, and BLAST search 162
IRESbase was developed in a user-friendly mode, providing a search engine to 163 find the IRESs of interest. The homepage ( Figure S1 ) offers a search box for querying 164 the IRESbase by IRES ID, gene ID, transcript (e.g., mRNA, lncRNA, and circRNA) 165 ID, protein ID, PubMed ID, chromosomal location, organism name, gene name, 166
protein name or a substring of any of the above keywords. If a keyword (e.g., FUBP1 167 or HCMV) is added into the search bar, the results will be shown in a tabular format. 168
By clicking on the IRES ID (e.g., hsa_ires_00089.1 or vir_ires_00484.1), the detailedinformation will be shown in three parts: the IRES information, its host gene 170 information, and its host transcript information (Figures 2 and 3) . Furthermore, the 171 terms in the page are cross-linked to several external databases including NCBI, 172 UCSC, AmiGO, KEGG, HGNC, RMbase, circBase, and circRNADb [25, 26, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] . genomic location, gene synonym) and search methods (fuzzy, advanced, and BLAST 231 search). Additionally, the entire IRES dataset or those matching specific terms can be 232 easily batch downloaded from IRESbase. 233
Data statistics and analyses 234
In addition to 5′ UTRs, IRESs were also found in the CDS region. In the 691 human 235
IRESs, 60% IRESs were found to be located only in the 5′ UTR region, 27% IRESs 236 crossed the start codon, and 4% IRESs were only in CDS regions ( Figure 5D ). To 237 analyse the functions of human IRESs, the gene set enrichment analysis was 238 performed for the human IRES host genes using Metascape (www.metascape.org) 239
[34]. As shown in Figure 5E , the most significant term is 'hsa05200: Pathways in 240
cancer.' The enriched terms indicate that human IRESs may play important roles in 241 cancer, cellular stress response, virus infection, and cell signalling. indicate that the activity of IRES is not specific for the RNA type and IRES can play 247 roles in any kinds of host RNAs. As only nine circRNAs and one lncRNAs have been 248 respectively found to be translated via IRES so far, in order to find more potential 249 coding circRNAs and lncRNAs, mRNA-derived IRESs were mapped to circRNA and 250 lncRNA by using the pairwise sequence alignment. Complete 167 IRES sequences 251 derived from mRNAs were found to be located within 371 circRNAs, and 45 252 complete IRES sequences derived from mRNAs were found in 83 lncRNAs. In 253 particular, three complete IRES sequences derived from circRNAs were found to be 254 located in eight mRNAs. Moreover, 1777 circRNAs and 77 lncRNAs were found to 255 contain partial sequence (at least 30 nucleotides) of mRNA derived IRESs. 256
In order to investigate the potential coding circRNAs and lncRNAs, open reading 257 frames (ORFs) were predicted for the circRNAs and lncRNAs containing a full orpartial IRES sequence. Of the 371 circRNAs with an entire mRNA-derived IRES 259 element, 261 were found to contain an ORF (> 300 nucleotides). Further, of the 1777 260 circRNAs with a partial mRNA-derived IRES element, 722 circRNAs were found to 261 contain an ORF (> 300 nucleotides). The lncRNAs were all predicted to contain small 262 ORFs (longer than 60 nucleotides and shorter than 300 nucleotides). And in 61 263 lncRNAs, the IRESs were found to be located between two small ORFs, which 264 indicated that these lncRNAs may code multiple small peptides. In addition, the 265 coding potential score was calculated for the circRNAs and lncRNAs, and the results 266 suggested that 779 circRNAs and three lncRNAs were able to code proteins and small 267 peptides, respectively. 268
269
Discussion and perspectives
270
In recent years, as a functional RNA element which recruits ribosome to initiate 271 translation in a cap-independent manner, IRES was found to mediate circRNA and 272 lncRNA translation [18, 24] . Although only few peptides coded by the circRNA have 273 been found, these peptides were found to play important roles in various biological 274 processes [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . In addition to the ORF, it was found that the coding ability of 275 circRNA further depends on the IRES element. However, so far only a few IRESs are 276 available in existing IRES databases, and the translation initiation mechanism via 277 IRES is still elusive, especially for cellular IRESs. Therefore, there is an urgent need 278 for a comprehensive curated dataset of all experimentally validated IRES elements, 279 which could be a rich resource for functional studies and provides clues for circRNA 280 and lncRNA protein coding ability. 281
In the near future, we will collect and update more IRES related information, 282 including regulatory proteins, critical sites or regions for their activity, and 283 experimentally verified biological function. We also plan to expand the database with 284 experimentally validated sequences without IRES activity, which can not only help 285 prevent repeated validations, but also facilitate the development of bioinformatics 286 tools for the identification of IRES elements. Finally, as an open-access IRESdatabase, we hope researchers can not only use its content but also help us update the 288 database with information on new IRESs and provide us with a feedback. 289
290
Materials and methods
291
IRES dataset 292
To construct IRESbase with high quality information, the experimentally validated 293 IRES sequences were manually searched from literature published before Oct. 14, 294 2019 using PubMed with either of the keywords "IRES,", "IRESs", "internal 295 ribosome entry site", "internal ribosome entry sites", "internal ribosomal entry site", 296 "internal ribosomal entry sites", "internal ribosome entry segment", "internal 297 ribosomal entry segment", "internal ribosome entry sequence", and "internal 298 ribosomal entry sequence" in the titles or abstracts ( Figure S2 
Collection of IRES sequences 315
As the available IRES sequence-related information are varied in different literature, 316
we manually extracted the IRES sequence using different methods (Figure S2 ), whichcan be roughly classified into three categories: (a) extracted IRES sequence directly 318 from the figure of its 2D structure, (b) extracted IRES sequence indirectly through the 319 information of its host transcript and position, and (c) extracted IRES sequence by 320 using the NCBI BLAST tool with the forward and reverse primers reported in the 321 literature. Note that if more than one of the overlapping sequences was experimentally 322 validated to contain IRES activity in literature, only the minimal functional one in 323 them was selected ( Figure S3 ). In addition, the IRES sequences derived from different 324 literature were compared pair wise, and if the sequence identity was over 90%, only 325 the shortest one was selected. 326
Annotation of IRESs 327
We searched and collected the 2D structures of IRESs (or IRES host 5′ UTRs) from 328 literature. The 3D structures of IRESs were manually searched and collected from the 329 PDB, PDBj, and PDBe databases [36] [37] [38] . The sequences in the collected IRES 2D 330 structures were manually extracted from the corresponding figures, and then the 331 IRES-matched regions were calculated by sequence alignment. In addition, for all 332 IRESs, the secondary structure and the minimal free energy (MFE) were also 333 calculated using RNAfold of Vienna RNA package [33] . 334
For human IRESs, genomic position, sequence conservation, single nucleotide 335 polymorphisms (SNPs), RNA modification sites, potential host circular RNA, and 336 microRNA-IRES interaction data were provided. As shown in Figure S4 For query terms, superscript 'e' is exclusively for the eukaryotic data, superscript 'h' 519 is exclusively for the human data, while the remaining terms without superscripts are 520 commonly used in different species. 521 
